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Triumphant night for BYD at UK’s Low Carbon Championship Awards 

BYD emerged triumphant from the gala dinner held on 11 October celebrating The Low Carbon Vehicle 

Partnership (LowCVP) 2017 Low Carbon Champions Awards in association with Energy 2017 at the NEC, 

Birmingham.  

Receiving the Low Carbon HDV Manufacturer of the Year – from left to right: Nikk i Shields, Presenter; Hayley 

Pink, Freight in the City; Frank Thorpe, BYD UK; Andy Eastlake, Low CVP 

Not only was BYD named for the second time in three years as Low Carbon Heavy Duty Vehicle Manufacturer 

of the Year (sponsored by Freight in the City), but BYD, Transport for London (TfL), and Go-Ahead London 

jointly won the ‘Grand Prix’ - or winner-of-winners - award for their effective partnership in delivering the 

vehicles, operational capacity and infrastructure to begin running London’s first two all-electric bus routes (507 

and 521). Waterloo bus garage has been remodelled to accommodate over 50 electric buses, Europe’s biggest 

fleet, and new charging infrastructure in a space-constrained environment. Working with infrastructure supplier,  
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SSE, the partnership has overcome technical challenges to transform the garage into a large-scale,  

fully-electric operation. 

 

 

Receiving the Grand Prix Award – from left to right: Nikk i Shields, Presenter; Jonathan Eaton, Millbrook; John 

Trayner, MD, Go-Ahead London; Lisa Dipnarine, Commercial Development Manager – Buses, TfL; Richard 

Harrington, Engineering Director, Go-Ahead London; Frank Thorpe, BYD UK; Andy Eastlake, Low CVP 

 

In addition, TfL and Go-Ahead London, operators of the 51-strong BYD ADL fleet, won the Low Carbon Vehicle 

Operator of the Year Award (sponsored by BAE Systems).  

 

Isbrand Ho, Managing Director of BYD Europe, said: “When we won this prestigious Award in 2014 we were 

recognised as being pioneers in the electric bus revolution. This year our technology, proven on the streets of 

London and other major cities, is being rewarded for its outstanding performance, durability and efficiency”.  

 

Frank Thorpe, BYD’s UK Country Manager, who accepted the Awards, said: “The whole team at BYD and our 

partners Alexander Dennis Ltd (ADL) is honoured and delighted by these Awards which reflect the tremendous 

commitment we have made to not only being first to market with our electric buses but also to delivering a 

wholly reliable product which has delivered exactly what our customers wanted – a viable and effective 

alternative to the diesel or hybrid bus without any operational compromises”.  

 

Commenting on the Grand Prix award, the judges said: “To accommodate over 50 electric buses and charging 

infrastructure in a space-constrained environment, the group worked tirelessly to remodel the Waterloo bus 

garage. The manufacturer, BYD, and the operator, Go-Ahead London, worked with Transport for London and in 

close cooperation with infrastructure supplier SSE, to bring this challenging project to fruition.”  

 

Commenting on the BYD entry for the Low Carbon Heavy Duty Vehicle Manufacturer of the Year Award, the 
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judges said: “BYD’s entry for the introduction of bat tery electric bus fleets in different cities around the UK 

represents a step-change in low carbon vehicle uptake in the heavy-duty category. Providing vehicles and 

charging solutions for the conversion of a whole bus depot from diesel to electric power des erves particular 

praise and illustrates how their products have developed beyond trials to full scale market deployment.”  

 

Over 240 guests attended the celebration dinner to celebrate the achievements and innovation of 

organisations and individuals who are leading the UK towards low emission road transport. The event was 

hosted by TV personality, science communicator and Formula E presenter, Nicki Shields.  

 

The LowCVP Managing Director Andy Eastlake said about the Awards: “All the entries that were short -listed for 

this year’s Awards deserve praise for their contribution to cutting road transport carbon emissions and helping 

to reduce air pollution.” 

 

The Champions Awards judging panel was comprised of 25 senior executives from across a range of UK 

organisations with a stake in the low carbon road transport agenda.  

 

 

One of the BYD ADL Enviro200EV 12m buses in service with Go-Ahead 

 

A total of 157 BYD ADL electric single deck buses are in service or on order for TfL routes, with a further 12 just 

entering operation in Merseyside. A fleet of five BYD double deckers is in service with Metroline in London and 

a further 13 single deckers are in operation in Nottingham.  
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###### 

 

About BYD 

BYD Company Ltd. is a leading high-tech multinational company based in Shenzhen, China. Since its 

establishment in 1995, BYD has developed solid expertise in rechargeable batteries, becoming a relentless 

advocate of sustainable development. It has successfully expanded its renewable energy solutions globally  

with operations in over 50 countries and regions. After 23 years’ development, BYD has created a Zero 

Emissions Energy Ecosystem – affordable solar power generation, reliable energy storage, cutting-edge 

electrified transportation and a state of the art monorail  – has made it an industry leader in the energy and 

transportation sector. BYD is listed on the Hong Kong and Shenzhen Stock Exchange. For more information,  

please visit http://www.byd.com. 
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